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Fig. 2. The biosynthetic pathway of brassinolide. Genetic evidence in Arabidopsis suggests that the DET2 and CPD gene products catalyze the 
indicated reactions in the multistep pathway leading to brassinolide. [Courtesy J. Chory, Salk Institute] 

steroids termed brassinosteroids, and that 
these steroids may play a role in the regula- 
tion of gene expression by light. 

A conclusive demonstration of this role 
is urovided bv Szekeres et al. (4). These au- . . 
thors show that a pleiotropic phenotype 
arisine from mutation of the Arabidobsis 
CPD which includes disregulation 
of light-responsive genes, dwarfism, male 
sterility, and activation of stress-response 
genes, can also be traced to a defect in 
brassinolide synthesis. The  DNA sequence 
of the CPD gene reveals it to be a member 
of the cytochrome P450 class of enzymes, 
with distinct sequence identity to  P450s 
involved in mammalian steroid hormone 
biosynthesis. Because steroid intermediates 
in the brassinolide pathway with a 23-hy- 
droxyl group successfully reverse the pheno- 
types arising from mutation of the CPD 
gene, whereas those that lack this modifi- 
cation do not,  it seems likely that the CPD 
enzyme catalyzes the 23-hydroxylation of 
cathasterone to form teasterone, which is 
thereafter converted into brassinolide. 
Szekeres et al. (4) go on to show that 
brassinolide will overcome the pathologies 
associated with at  least five other 
Arabldopsis mutations (detl , cop1 , several 
fw mutations, dim], and am2), each of 
which lead to disruptions in  light-medi- 
ated development. These results implicate 
brassinolide as a major player in the growth 
and differentiation of Arabidopsis. 

T h e  studies of Li et al. (1 ) and Szekeres 
et al. (4) reveal the tip of an iceberg that 
will affect disciplines ranging from botany to 
biochemistry to endocrinology. We can look 
forward to the elucidation of several pro- 
cesses including the mechanism of intra- 
cellular signaling through which brassino- 
steroids work, the role of steroid reductases 
and P450 monooxygenases in the biosyn- 
thesis of this widely distributed class of com- 
pounds, and the cross-talk that must occur 
between light-activated regulatory systems 
and those that respond to steroid hormones, 
and perhaps we will also gain insight into 
nonreceptor-based actions of steroid hor- 
mones, as it is rumored that plants lack DNA 
sequences common to mammalian steroid 
hormone receptors (5). Finally, the devel- 
opment of therapeutic inhibitors of steroid 
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H istone Deacetylase: 
A Regulator of Transcription 

Alan P. Wolffe 

Histones,  nuclear uroteins that interact 
with DNA to form iucleosomes, are essen- 
tial for both the regulation of transcription 
and the packaging of DNA within chromo- 
somes. The  stability and positioning of chro- 
matin structures determine whether nucleo- 
somes repress (1) or activate transcription 
(2). Mutation of individual histones in vivo . . 
alters the general organization of chromatin 
throughout the eukaryotic nucleus, yet the 
concomitant changes in gene expression are 
highly selective (3). This selectivity appears 
to depend on  the assembly of specific nucle- 
oprotein architectures. Within these struc- 
tures, transcriptional regulators make direct 
contact with specific domains of individual 
core histones (4, 5). Targeting of these 
"chromatin organizers" to particular genes, 
through protein-protein or protein-DNA 
interactions, can account for the selective 
imuact of histone mutations on  gene ex- " 
pression. This conceptual framework only 
provides a static image of gene regulation. 
In reality, events are much more dynamic, 
as highlighted in a report in this week's is- 
sue of Science (6) describing the cloning of 
one of these organizers, histone deacetylase. 

The author is at the Laboratory of Molecular Embryol- 
ogy, National Institute of Chlld Health and Human De- 
velopment, Natlonal Institutes of Health, Bethesda, 
MD 20892-2710, USA. E-mail: awlme@helix.nih.gov 

A major source of dynamic variation in 
chromatin structure in vivo is histone 
acetylation. Acetylated lysine residues in 
the NHz-terminal tail domains of nucleoso- 
ma1 histones serve as landmarks for tran- 
scri~tionallv active chromatin within the 
chromosome (7). Hyperacetylation of the 
histones reduces their ability to constrain the 
path of DNA within chromatin, resulting in 
allosteric changes in nucleosomal conforma- " 
tion (see figure, part A )  ( 8 ) ,  destabilization of 
intemucleosomal contacts (9). and a n  in- . . .  
crease in the accessibility of nucleosomal 
DNA to transcription factors (10). The elimi- 
nation of histone acetylation is correlated 
with transcriptional silencing (1 1). The 
amount of histone acetvlation is determined 
by an equilibrium between histone acetyl- 
transferases and deacetvlases. Thus. chroma- 
tin structure could be reversibly modulated 
to activate or silence transcriution bv tareet- , - 
ing histone acetyltransferases or deacetylases 
to a particular gene. This model now re- 
ceives strong support from the recent purifi- 
cation and molecular characterization of a 
human deacetvlase with remarkable identitv 
(-60%) to the Saccharomyces cerewisiae tran- 
scriptional regulator Rpd3p (6). 

Rpd3p is a global transcriptional regula- 
tor required for target genes to achieve 
maximal transcriptional efficiency (1 2). 
Without Rpd3p, both the activation and 
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repression of regulated genes is less 
- 

tions likely occurs, diverting tran- 
effective. Thus, the range of tran- A scription factors and RNA poly- 
scriptional regulation achieved in merase from the gene of interest. 
vivo is amplified by Rpd3p. Al- Thus, histone deacetylation within 
though they display dramatic evo- the bulk of chromatin that con- 
lutionary conservation, neither tains many inactive genes could 
the human deacetylase nor Rpd3p facilitate the selective recruitment 
has recognizable functional mo- of the transcri~tional machinerv 
tifs. ~ ~ d y ~  does not bind to DNA, 
nor does it have biochemicallv de- 
fined interactions with other pro- 
teins. However, genetic experi- 
ments do indicate a close func- 
tional relation with another global 
transcriptional regulator, Sin3p 
(12, 13). RPD3 and SIN3 par- 
ticipate in the same transcrip- 
tional regulatory functions and 
appear to be components of one 
pathway. Both genes are required 
for the regulation of inducible 
genes responding to external sig- 
nals (PH05), cell differentiation 
(SPOI 1 and SP013), and cell type 
(HO, TY2, and STE6). Sin3p is 
not itself a DNA binding protein 
but contains paired amphipathic 
helices and tetratricopeptide re- 
peats that are known motifs for 
protein-protein interactions. Sin3p 

How acetylation and deacetylation may change nucleosome struc- 
ture and influence transcription. (A) (Left) Acetylation (Ac) of the core 
histone tails (black) releases them from contact with the DNA (white). 
This process leads to a conformational chan~e in the interactions of 
core histones (yellow) with DNA, thereby loos&ning nucleosomal struc- 
ture. IRiaht) Deacetvlation stabilizes contacts of the histone tails with ~ - ,  
nucleosomal DNA, ihich in turn stabilizes the interaction of the core 
histones (blue) with DNA in the nucleosome. (B) (Left) Transcriptionally 
active chromatin possessing a transcription start site (hooked arrow) 
contains hyperacetylated histones. Three unstable nucleosomes (yel- 
low) containing acetylated histone tails are shown. (Right) Transcrip- 
tional silencing is accomplished by targeted deacetylation of the core 
histones. DNA binding proteins (red) recruit SinBp, which together with 
histone deacetylase or Rpd3p modify the histones in the vicinity of the 
promoter, thereby generating more stable nucleosomes (blue). Tran- 
scription initiation (hooked arrow) is inhibited. 

is proposed to interact with bona 
fide yeast DNA binding proteins (14). Tar- 
geting of Sin3p by fusion to a DNA binding 
domain will direct transcriptional repres- 
sion (15). Thus, Rpd3p and Sin3p function 
alternately as components of co-activator or 
co-repressor complexes that are targeted to 
particular genes by DNA binding transcrip- 
tion factors. How might these contrasting 
functional requirements be realized? 

An attractive model builds on the 
known consequences for chromatin struc- 
ture of histone acetylation. For the vast 
majority of genes regulated by Sin3p, the 
regulator acts as a repressor (15). Thus, 
Rpd3p could augment the activity of 
Sin3p by directing the equilibrium levels of 
histone acetvlation toward the deacetvlated 
state with the concomitant stabilization of 
nucleosomal and higher order structure (see 
figure, part B). Histone deacetylation may 

to a specific active gene. 
A key point emphasized by 

these new results is that chromatin 
structure modulates gene activity. 
As many in vitro biochemical ex- 
periments on naked DNA demon- 
strate, genes can be regulated in 
the absence of chromatin. How- 
ever, the range of regulation 
achieved in this way is much 
smaller than that in the chromo- 
somal environment. RPD3 is not es- 
sential for transcriptional activa- 
tion or repression, but it has a sig- 
nificant impact on regulation of 
particular genes by amplifying acti- 
vation and repression mechanisms. 

The molecular characterization 
of the histone deacetylase (6) 
opens a door to understanding 
how dynamic chromatin structural 
transitions can be targeted to par- 

also facilitate the association of other re- 
pressive transcriptional regulators within a 
chromosomal domain (4). 

The role of Rpd3p in transcriptional ac- 
tivation is more difficult to explain; how- 
ever, recognition of the architectural role of 
histones provides a solution. Once tran- 
scription factors are recruited to a particular 
promoter, the specificity of their interac- 
tions might depend on a tightly constrained 
chromatin environment (2, 5). It is also 
possible that the influence of Rpd3p might 
be more indirect: Rpd3p might be required 
for the general packaging of DNA into re- 
stricted chromatin environments. Chroma- 
tin structure likely limits the number of 
sites a regulatory molecule has to search be- 
fore a productive interaction occurs (1 6). In 
the absence of histone deacetvlation. a 
larger number of nonproductivb interx- 

ticular chromosomal regions. Such 
targeting reflects the functional differentia- 
tion of the chromosome. We might antici- 
pate that other enzymatic activities that 
modify chromatin structure-such as his- 
tone acetyltransferases and kinases-will 
exhibit a comparable functional localiza- 
tion. Communication between architec- 
tural proteins, such as the histones, and the 
transcriptional machinery is an essential 
component of life in the nucleus. 
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